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Monument 1
Location
2m from the south wall of the porch and below a south nave window
Dimensions
1700mm long x 920mm wide x 780mm high
Materials
A fine grained green sandstone
Description
A Table tomb with a plain flat lid, plain ends with half baluster corners, one plain side panel
to the north and a fallen south side panel is laying in the ground beside the monument. The
plinth is made of smaller stones and built up on two courses, one moulded and one plain.
The monument was completely overgrown with ivy, inside and out. The ferrous fixings in the
corners of the remaining standing side panels appeared rusting causing further instability of
the monument. The sandstone side panels also showed areas of delamination a typical decay
process of sandstone that has been bedded vertically. Small and large areas of delamination
were visible under the ivy, particularly under the north side and powdery surfaces were
found.

Fig. 1
Tomb 1

Conservation work carried out
Firstly the vegetation was carefully cut away from the inside of the monument, the sides,
being careful of the stone surfaces, and cleared out of the joints using hacksaw blades. The
condition could then be assessed finding the plinth course sound pointed in neat lime putty
with a rubble and soil foundation, but the iron fixings were rusting and vulnerable. Some
temporary holding repairs were applied to the larger laminations on the north side.
The south side panel was then lifted from the ground and found to be in remarkably good
condition with the carved cartouche and inscription still legible.
In Memory
Of
Nathaniel Osborne
Who died the 6th day of Feb
1771
Aged 75 years
(Records of a Nathaniel Osborne were found in the parish records).

Fig. 2
South inscription panel lifted from the ground.
This panel was brushed cleaned of any soil and rinsed with clean water to try and remove as
many of the soluble salts blooming on the surface as possible. This washing process was
carried out 5 times. It was decided to reinstate this panel into the monument. To achieve this
and replace the remaining ferrous fixings with marine grade 316 stainless steel cramps the lid
of the monument was lifted using slings and a mobile gantry. The ferrous fixings were
removed from their chiselled slots using a drill and small sharp chisels.

Fig. 3
Top of monument lifted off.

Fig. 4
Rusted iron cramp tying in corners of monument.

The monument sides were realigned and fixed into position with the new stainless steel
cramps set in resin and a hydraulic lime mortar pointing mix up the inside and deep packed
into the joints. The south panel was bedded on a similar mortar and pointed into position. The
laminations in the sandstone were then repaired by grouting with a hydraulic lime and stone
dust mix injected into fissures and lime mortar repairs applied to upper surfaces of the
laminations to reduce water ingress causing further damage. The mortar used was; 1 NHL
3.5 (St Astier), 1 Holm sand, 1 Sieved Hornton brown sand, 1 Chilmark stone dust, ¼ Trass
and a pinch of black pigment. Smaller laminations where grout could not be inserted
successfully, a 10% Paraloid acrylic resin consolidant was injected. This was only applied
where no salts were visible.

Fig. 5
Fixing of the side panels and cramps.

Fig. 6
Application of mortar repairs.

The lid of the tomb was then lifted into position and the whole monument was then repointed. The turf around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed around all
four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent to the monument
in the future.

Fig.7
Tomb 1 after conservation
Conclusion
Although the salt migration seems to have stabilised on the south panel it should be
monitored and possibly rinsed off in the future. Monitoring of any encroaching vegetation
should also be kept up.

Monument 2
Location
5m from the south wall of the porch aligned east- west with the south side of the nave
Dimensions
1800mm long x 900mm wide x 900mm high
Materials
An oolitic limestone, possibly Limpley Stoke Bath stone
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/300 (Unidentified). This monument has a thick, moulded lid supported
by a heavily moulded cornice course comprised of four stones. The ends comprise of drapery
bordered plain inscription panels and the south and north sides each of two square panels
with frame mouldings top and bottom and a small central pilaster decorated with a margent of
drooping flowers. Very faint lettering remains but is illegible. A moulded plinth course of 6
stones lay beneath. The main decay mechanisms affecting this monument are the iron cramps
located in the top of the side and end panels. These have rusted and expanded with exposure
to moisture and caused the adjacent stone to crack and fall away. Many corners have been
lost. This has meant the stability of the monument is at risk with only the great weight of the
lid causing the sides to remain in situ.

Fig. 1
Tomb 2 before conservation work

Conservation work carried out
Firstly the turf and soil was cut back around the plinth to ensure that this level of the
monument was stable. Any loose stones were removed and labelled for later repair. Before
dismantling, the condition and stability of the sides was investigated and appeared steady.
The lid was lifted clear with a mobile lifting gantry and set aside.

Fig. 2
Fig. 3
Expanding rusting cramp damaging stones
Tomb once lid lifted. (Note rubble and iron)
Very little vegetation was growing inside this tomb but the iron cramps had caused
considerable damage leaving very little sound stone to be cramped back together again. It
was then decided to construct a light weight ‘Celcon’ block core in the middle of this tomb to
which the sides could be fixed to ensure the stability of the monument. The monument was
then completely dismantled.

Fig. 4
Labelled elements of the tomb

Fig. 5
Foundation stones with alignment marks at joints

At ground level five foundation stones were laid out with their joints aligned to Roman
numeral markers carved on to each stone. The centre was soil and rubble. The ‘Celcon’ core
was built directly onto this level foundation and the plinth stones built up around with a
hydraulic lime mortar.

Fig. 6
Building of the core and sides being placed

Fig. 7
New cramps into the core

The side panels were then bedded onto the plinth stones and new cramp notches were carved
into sound areas of their tops so that they could be securely tied with stainless steel cramps
fixed with epoxy resin to the core. The cornice stones were then bedded on and then the lid
was lifted back into position. Once erected, broken pieces were pinned back into position and
lime mortar repairs were built up on ‘Nim T’ armatures. The mortar mix used was; 1 NHL
3.5 (St Astier), 1 Guiting stone dust, 1.5 Wareham sand, 0.5 ginger sand.

Fig. 8
Lifting of the top stone onto cornice

Fig. 9
Building up of mortar repairs on armatures

Fig. 10
Tomb 2 after conservation work
The whole tomb was then deep pack pointed and any vulnerable edges repaired. As with
Tomb 1 the turf around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed around all
four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent to the monument
in the future.
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
eastern plinth area where mortar repairs exist, should be regularly carried out.

Monument 3
Location
3m from the south wall of the nave, misaligned with the east- west orientation of the church
Dimensions
1950mm long x 850mm wide x 800mm high
Materials
An oolitic limestone, possibly Limpley Stoke Bath stone
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/301 (Unidentified).The thick simple moulded top stone of this
monument sits upon two end panels that are carved with large foliage sprouting volutes while
the north side is a single plain stone with a simple rectangular pilaster down the middle.
Some white paint/ limewash remains in the lettering. (Here lieth the body of Robert Alsop...
Here also lieth the body of Mary (?) Alsop...)1.This stone has a powdery weakened bedding
plane running straight through it and a crack at the eastern end. There are also cement repairs
at the top corners where iron cramp damage may have occurred in the past. The south panel is
in two pieces, the larger decorated with a large volute as the end panels and foliage buds,
while the smaller is bare indicating a possible later replacement. A worn bedding plane on the
carved stone also occurs here as does some black soiling causing some sulphate damage to
the upper areas. The plinth is in several sections, with a cut out section for a new stone on the
east end. The north side is out of line and there is grass and other vegetation growing in the
open joints throughout the monument.

Fig. 1
Tomb 3 before conservation work
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Inscription details provided by Gwynne Stock

Conservation work carried out
After removing the turf and clearing the vegetation from the joints the stability of the
monument was assessed. The cement repairs were also removed and ferrous cramps were
uncovered that had already caused damage to the stone sides. It was decided to remove the lid
so that access to the ferrous fixings could be obtained. Before the lid was removed, three
small stone inserts on the north side were carefully removed so that they would not be
damaged in the dismantling.

Fig. 2
Cement repair being removed exposing iron

Fig. 3
Top lifted off

Once the iron fixings were removed and the smaller north panel re-bedded securely, new
stainless steel cramps were made, longer than the originals so that they could be secured into
sound stonework. On the inside face of the north side a crack ran along its length behind the
loose bedding plane so it was decided to drill across the crack and insert three stainless steel
pins set in resin.
Plinth stones that were out of position were re-bedded as correctly as possible without totally
dismantling the monument. A stone tile repair was inserted at the eastern end to stabilise a
frost shattered corner stone. Before resetting the lid all vegetation was removed from the
inside of the tomb.

Fig. 4
Digging out dislodged plinth stones

Fig. 5
Rebedding stone on the south side

Repointing and mortar repairs were carried out as on Tomb 2, using ‘Nim T’s’ as armatrures,
with the powdering stone in the bedding plane chopped back. The black soiling was carefully
cleaned with clean water and soft bristle brushes while the lettering that remained on the
north side was carefully consolidated with a 10% Paraloid acrylic resin consolidant. A new
stone plinth moulding was carved for the cut out check at the eastern end. As with the other
tombs the turf around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed around all four
sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent to the monument in
the future.

Fig. 6
Working of new stone

Fig. 7
Pigment remaining in the lettering

Fig. 8
Tomb 3 after conservation work
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
eastern plinth area where mortar repairs exist, should be regularly carried out.

Monument 4
Location
1m from the south wall of the east end of the church.
Dimensions
1800mm long x 900mm wide x 1400mm high
Materials
An oolitic limestone, possibly Limpley Stoke Bath stone
Description Listed Grade II Ref 6/302 (Unidentified). The lid of this tomb is pyramid
shaped like a casket with one large stone on the top and a plain course of 6 stones below. The
second course below is a sloping cornice which is in 4 pieces. The four side panels comprise
of two classical balustrade decorated end panels and two large side inscription panels on
which are incised a plain border and the remains of some pigment in these incisions. (John
and Mary Snell who died 8th day of June 1825 aged 35 years..).2The base of the tomb is a
moulded course above a raised plain plinth sat on a thin foundation slab. The condition of this
monument was generally good with only open joints and slight vegetal growth within.
However there was a loose section and missing section of the lower course of the lid on the
South west corner and below at the inscription panel level was a small crack which indicated
that the condition of the iron fixing cramp may be compromised and possibly causing the
stone to fracture. It was decided that whilst we were working on the tombs, that the lid should
be lifted to investigate the iron work further. The base of the north-west corner of the
monument was also missing with cracks in the plinth.
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Inscription provided by Gwynne Stock

Fig. 1
Tomb 4 before conservation
Conservation work carried out
As with all the monuments the turf was dug out around the monument and the foundations
exposed to check the condition. All grass and other plant growth was raked out of all the
joints of the monument with small chisels and hacksaw blades the original pointing was
carried out with a pure lime putty. Then the stone tile repair was built up on the plinth corner
to ensure stability whilst we dismantled the lid. The two smaller stones of the north and south
sides of the tomb’s lid were easily dislodged which enabled us to feed through the slings of
the mobile lifting gantry and lift the lid free. The cornice course was then dismantled to
expose the iron cramps below which did show signs of rusting and therefore a possible cause
of further damage. There was also no plant growth inside the tomb.

Fig. 2
Tile repair to plinth

Fig. 3
Rusting cramp causing stone to crack

Fig. 3
Side sections of lid removed before lift.

Fig. 4
Geo- textile in place

The iron cramps were removed and replaced with stainless steel (grade 316) and the
monument reassembled. The broken part of the lid was mortar repaired as were worn areas on
the plinth. As with the other tombs the turf around the base was cut back and a geo-textile
liner was placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of
weeds adjacent to the monument in the future.
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
eastern plinth area where mortar repairs exist, should be regularly carried out.

Monument 5
Location
2m south from the north-east corner of the church
Dimensions
1800mm long x 950mm wide x 1150mm high
Materials
An oolitic limestone, possibly Limpley Stoke Bath stone
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/303 (Unidentified). Tomb 5 has a heavily moulded lid with a northwest broken corner. The mouldings are stepped on all four sides to align with the stepped
moulded cornice. The cornice is in 4 sections. The end panels have drooped flower margent
decorations on the edges and chamfered inscription panels framed with an egg and dart motif.
The larger north and south panels are stepped with two plain fielded side panels and an egg
and dart framed central one. The plinth stones are plain and because the monument is leaning
steeply to the north they are out of line. The inscription that is legible reads, Memory of Mary
wife of William Talbot who died April 29 1797 aged 72 years. Ivy and grass were growing in
the joints of the monument whilst the north side was half covered in black soiling. The
corners of the inscription panel on the north side has cracked and broken where the iron
fixing has rusted and expanded. Cement pointing has been used to patch up the monument.

Fig. 1
North side of Tomb 5

Conservation work carried out
Firstly the turf and the vegetation from the joints were cleared around the tomb and the
stability of the monument was assessed. The tomb was then strapped up to hold the sides
together whilst the top was lifted off using slings and a lifting gantry. Iron cramps were
removed from the cornice course and the tops of the panels, later to be replaced by stainless
steel ones. Once the cramps and cornice were removed, the straps were carefully loosened to
lift away the side panels.

Fig. 2
Fig. 3
Rusted iron cramps in the cornice course
Foundation stones
Once dismantled, the ground was levelled out since no subsidence was visible, but it was felt
necessary to lay a hydraulic (NHL5) lime concrete foundation onto which the large
foundation stones were re-laid, however no core was needed because the foundation and
plinth stones were so large.

Fig. 4
Laying of lime concrete foundation

Fig. 5
Repointing of the joints

The tomb was rebuilt level using stainless steel (grade 316) cramps. It was then repointed and
repaired using armatures where needed in a hydraulic mortar (See Tomb 2). The remaining
lettering on the north side (Memory of Mary wife of William Talbot who died April 29 1797)3
was carefully cleaned with water and soft bristle brushes and then consolidated with 10%
Paraloid acrylic resin.

Fig. 6
Tomb 5 after conservation
As with the other tombs, the turf around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was
placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent
to the monument in the future.
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
eastern plinth area where mortar repairs exist, should be regularly carried out.
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Inscription provided by Gwynne Stock

Monument 6
Location
South of the path at the south east corner of the churchyard under a yew tree
Dimensions
1850mm long x 900mm wide x 760mm high
Materials
An oolitic limestone, fine grained sand stone
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/304 (West). The monolithic lid which has a simple moulding on the
underside and sits on the four side panels the northern one of which has an inscription (In
Memory of Philip West late of the Parish of Derham who died March the 4th 1770. Also
...wife), in a plain central field flanked by a margent of drooping flowers and two plain
rectangular panels. The ends are lyre shaped. The plinth is made up of four moulded
sandstone elements placed on a vertically tooled foundation stone. The monument had been
badly affected by the roots of the yew tree and overgrown ivy. The sides were falling in due
to the cramps rusting away adding to the instability on the monument.

Fig. 1
Tomb 6 before conservation

Conservation work carried out
Firstly the turf and the vegetation from the joints and stone faces were cleared carefully
around the tomb and the stability of the monument was assessed. The tomb was then strapped
up to hold the sides together since only one rusting cramp seemed to be still in position,
whilst the top was lifted off using slings and a mobile lifting gantry. Once the lid was lifted it
was possible to clear the inside of ivy and discover that the south side panel had a carved
cartouche and inscription on the inside face in an upside down position. This amazingly still
had its painted decoration mostly intact. The whole was painted with a white limewash with
yellow ground and small traces of gold leaf on the raised tendrils of the foliate decoration.
The background showed punched tooling marks that added to the decor. The central
cartouche was painted in a smooth black with gold/yellow lettering over the following
inscription;
In Memory
Of
Philip West
Who died March 4th
1770
Aged 56 years

Fig. 2
Inscription on reverse of South side panel
The name Philip West also appears on the north panel so it can be assumed that this was
originally part of this tomb and just reused by turning it over (it was upside down in the tomb

with cramp holes made to the top and bottom edges). It had suffered slight damage on the
lower decoration of the cartouche but its survival was otherwise remarkably good. It was
decided to clean the surfaces slightly with dry brushes then with a V & A mix (50%water;
50% white spirit; non ionic detergent), any flaking areas of paint were consolidated with a
12% Paraloid acrylic resin consolidant. Then, after recording and allowing a period of time
for interested parties to examine it, it was reinstated into the monument as it was found (apart
from being the correct way up) and fixed only with lime set stainless steel cramps rather than
resin making it easier to dismantle at a later date if needed.

Fig. 3
Paint flaking slightly

Fig. 4
Note tooled background and gold paint remains

Meanwhile the rest of the monument was taken down to ground level and any roots that were
disrupting the foundations were cut. The ground was then made level and the foundation
stones re-laid on a bed of NHL 5 mortar.

Fig. 5
Plinth stones laid level with rubble core

Fig. 6
A broken foot stone uncovered in the core
(D.O. 1720)

The tomb was to have a block core built up the middle for added stability but to allow
ventilation inside the tomb to make a more suitable condition for the survival of the paint and
decoration on the south panel it was decided to build the core only to the top of the sandstone
plinth course.
The monument was then rebuilt as the other tombs using a hydraulic lime mortar for fix,
repointing and repairs. The slight soiling was cleaned from the top of the north side with
clean water and soft bristle brushes. Also the turf around the base was cut back and a geotextile liner was placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth
of weeds adjacent to the monument in the future.

Fig. 7
Tomb 6 after conservation
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
eastern plinth area where mortar repairs exist, should be regularly carried out. The large dips
in the lid were not repaired but if water pooling causes more damage it would be advisable to
fill these with a hydraulic lime mortar repair.

Monument 7
Location
On a raised level to the south side of the path along adjacent to two aligned grave stones
Dimensions
1850mm long x 900mm wide x 1100mm high
Materials
A fine grained green sandstone, possibly Pennant
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/305 (Baldwin). This monument is composed of a monolithic lid with a
simple moulding on the under side; two lyre end stones decorated with flower margents on
the edges and blank oval inscription panels. The north side panel is divided into two moulded
framed inscription panel by a swag of drapery and on the left reads ‘ Underneath this lies the
body of Charles Snell late of the parish of Derham who departed this life on the 14th day of
September 1804 aged 73 years.’ And the right reads ‘Also the body of Sarah the wife of
Charles Snell who departed this life November 23rd 1814. In the 84th year of her age.’ The
south side is inscribed; In Memory of Mary Baldwin.
The monument is in a precarious condition. Underground movement, overgrown ivy and
failed rusting cramps have all contributed to the partial collapse of this tomb. It is also
covered in a range of coloured lichens.

Fig. 1
Tomb 7 before conservation
Conservation work carried out
Initially the ivy was carefully cut away from the tomb and the turf cut away from the uplifted
plinth stones where accessible due to the close proximity of a raised grave stone on the north
side where the subsidence appeared worst. This lower grave was protected with hardboard
while work was carried out and checked for any movement throughout. The vulnerable
carving at the top of the south side panel was protected with holding mortar repairs before
dismantling. The south side was propped from the lower grave and all sides were strapped
together whilst the tomb lid was lifted aside. The sides were then dismantled one by one
manually and all vegetation and iron was removed.

Fig. 2
Sides propped and strapped whilst lid is lifted off

Fig. 3
Plinth and broken foundation stone

The four plinth stones were sat upon a large sandstone foundation slab that had snapped into
three pieces. These were lifted away once their position was marked, and the ground
inspected to see what subsidence could be discovered. Fortunately the grave below the tomb
appeared intact indicating the subsidence was under the adjacent grave. So it was decided to
replace the foundation stones just slightly further south so that they sat fully on the wall lined
grave below. A lime concrete mortar made with NHL 5 (St Astier) was laid over the earth
filled grave and the broken foundation stones that were c. 100mm thick laid on top and
pointed up. The plinth stones were then set in position and the rest of the monument erected
using stainless steel cramps for tying in the corners and a lime mortar for pointing and mortar
repairs as on Tomb 1. Some grouting was also carried out using a hydraulic lime mix in small
areas of delamination.

Fig. 4
Earth filled wall lined grave below tomb

Fig. 5
Reconstruction of the tomb

Fig. 6
New stainless steel cramp being set in position
Finally, where the turf around the base was cut back, a geo-textile liner was placed around all
four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent to the monument
in the future.

Fig. 7
Tomb 7 after conservation
Conclusion
Monitoring of the vegetation with careful weeding and grass cutting, particularly around the
southern area where plant growth had been tenacious, should be regularly carried out.

Monument 8
Location
On a raised level to the south side of the path along opposite the S. porch adjacent to rough
hewn grave stones
Dimensions
1850mm long x 850mm wide x 1100mm high
Materials
A fine grained green sandstone, possibly Pennant
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/306 (Osborne). This monument comprises of a roll top moulded lid
with four standing panels. The east and west ends are lyre ended with margent strips
decorating the edges and inscriptions only on the east end; Sacred to the memory of Thomas
eldest son of William and Ann Osborne who died October 1852 aged 47 years. Also of
William Osborne their son who died Feb 10 1853 aged 47 years, while the north panel is
elegantly divided into two oval inscription panels separated by what appears to by a phoenix
raising from the flames and a pile of books below. Traces of white and black pigment can be
found in this area. The inscription on this face reads; Sacred to the memory of Ann daughter
of William and Anne Osborne who died Dec 9th 1808 Aged 6 years 6months. Also of Maria
their daughter who died Feb 26th 1810 aged 2 years and 6 months. Also to the memory of
Mary eldest daughter of William and Ann Osborne who died Feb 19 1824. Aged 23 years.
Also of James their son who died June 2nd 1837. Aged 28 years4. This monument was in
remarkable condition considering the proximity of a large holly bush, (now removed) with
only a few open joints and plant growth. But a hole in the ground to the north side of the
monument was excavated.
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Inscriptions provided by Gwynne Stock

Fig. 1
Tomb 8 before conservation
Conservation work carried out
Firstly the turf was cut away around the plinth of the monument and all vegetation and all
joints were cleared using hacksaw blades. The joints were then pointed up by deep packing
the mortar as far as possible, in some cases feeding in slate packers. (Mortar mix as Tomb 1).
The laminating sandstone on the north side was grouted and repaired using a hydraulic lime
and Trass mix. We then investigated the void on the north side by lifting the furthest west of
the 4 rough hewn limestone slabs. This uncovered a Bath stone, ashlar lined, coffin shaped
grave c. 560mm wide and 1900mm long, in-filled with soil and small pieces of rubble. The
ashlar blocks were panels 90mm thick and very tightly bedded in neat lime putty. Further
investigations were carried out by Gwynne Stock.

Fig. 2
Repointing of the tomb

Fig. 3
First slab lifted exposing a wall lined grave

After the grave was investigated, it was in-filled with gravel and top soil and the stone slabs
re-laid over the top. Some large pieces of rubble from the infill of other tombs were reused to
cover the eastern end that was uncovered. Finally, where the turf around the base was cut
back, a geo-textile liner was placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce
the growth of weeds adjacent to the monument in the future.

Fig. 4
Tomb 8 after conservation work

Fig.5
Covered walled grave to north of Tomb 8

Monument 9
Location
On a raised level to the south side of the path opposite the S. Porch
Dimensions
1850mm long x 980mm wide x 1150mm high
Materials
A fine grained green sandstone, possibly Pennant
Description
Listed Grade II Ref 6/307 (Osbourne). This monument comprises of a monolithic lid with a
simple moulding below. The two ends are lyre shaped with four drop margents on the sides.
Inscriptions are legible on the north side panel. They read; Sacred to the memory of William
Shipp Osborne who died May 1815 aged 74 years, Also of Mary the wife of William Shipp
Osborne who died Sep 12th 1820 aged 82 years. The four plinth stones have a simple
moulding and the whole appears to sit on a large foundation stone. Although sound,
vegetation including ivy has grown into the joints of this monument and there is a slight crack
and lacunae on the top right corner of the north facing west end panel indicating that some
pressure is being exerted by rusting iron fixings. The south panel appeared to tip slightly in.
The whole is covered in a variety of lichens.

Fig. 1
Tomb 9 before conservation work

Fig. 2
Spall due to iron rusting and expanding
Conservation work carried out
Although not specified for dismantling it was decided to remove the lid of this tomb using a
mobile lifting gantry to investigate the condition of the iron cramps of the tomb and to allow
access inside to clear any root systems. The south panel could also be realigned upright.
Once lifted the iron cramps were seen to be rusting substantially so they were replaced with
stainless steel ones (grade 316). And the lid returned to position. The open joints were packed
full with a hydraulic lime mortar (as Tomb 1) and minimal mortar repairs were carried out.

Fig. 3
Lid lifted away revealing rusting cramps and ivy roots

Fig. 4
Cramp causing damage to stone

The turf was cut around the plinth of the tomb and a geo-textile liner inserted with top soil
over the top to reduce the growth of weeds adjacent to the stonework.

Fig. 5
Tomb 9 after conservation work
To the north side of this tomb Gwynne Stock excavated the grave aligned along it. The turf
was rolled back to uncover 4 roughly hewn Bath stone slabs which when lifted exposed a
Bath stone wall lined, (12” x 3”), coffin shaped grave 1.1m deep with a bath slab base where
a burial probably lays beneath.

Fig. 6
Depth of grave with stone base

Fig. 7
Roughly hewn stone cover over grave

William Alsop Monument
Location
On north wall of the chancel above a small pew
Materials
Three types of marble including a white Cararra inscription panel and an orange
conglomerate stone at the base
Description and Condition
A grey and white marble pediment sits on two pink and grey rounded corbel motifs. The
rectangular inscription panel is flanked by grey and white marble volutes. The whole sits on a
white marble moulding with an orange stone base held up on two small flower corbels.
Either side of the orange on flanking white marble panels is the name of the sculptor, ‘Jofeph
Plura of Bath Fecit’.The condition is sound with only a few open joints and some where the
plaster has suffered from damp and started to swell. There are two cracks in the conglomerate
base but otherwise little damage. The lettering is very worn and there is a certain amount of
surface dirt.

Fig. 1
William Alsop monument before conservation work

Conservation work carried out
Loose and friable joints were raked out using scalpel blades. They were the filled with a fine
casting plaster. The monument was then trial cleaned first by soft brushing with a vacuum
cleaner to remove the loose dust, then cotton wool swabs with clean water, then a V & A
mix 50 % deionised water: 50% white spirit and a non ionic surfactant) on cotton wool
swabs which proved effective with brushing in more stubborn areas. The cracks were then
cleaned of any loose debris and plaster repairs applied. These were painted with acrylic paints
to match the stone. The lettering was then touched in with acrylic paints and finally a coat of
micro crystalline wax was applied to the entire monument.

Fig. 2
Plaster repair to base

Fig. 3
Retouching of lettering

Fig. 4
William Alsop monument after conservation

Frances Osborne Memorial
Location
On the north wall of the nave near the front pews
Materials
A grey marble backing panel and a white marble (Carrara) corbel and decorative inscription
panel
Description and Condition
A part oval corbel supports a trapezoid backing panel. On to this is a white inscription panel
flanked by fluted pilasters a Vitruvian scroll decorated entablature and an acroterion ended
pediment. On the bottom right corner of the grey marble is the masons name ‘Tyley Bristol’.
Movement in the bases of the pilaster bases, cracks in the east pilaster as well as movement
out from the wall indicated that some structural problems were occurring to the fixings that
must be getting damp. Dirt was visible all over the white marble and water like staining was
visible mostly on the eastern part of the grey backing panel.

Fig. 1
Frances Osborne monument before conservation

Conservation work carried out
It was decided to dismantle this monument to remove any ferrous fixings that may cause
damage in the future. Before any work was carried out the vulnerable cracked areas were
faced up with P.V.A. and acid free tissue. A tower scaffold was then erected and the
monument carefully dismantled labelling each piece as it was removed. Each piece was then
cleaned of any plaster and ferrous fixings removed. Also dirt using the V & A solution and
cotton wool swabs. Before re-erecting the monument the corbel was re-fixed and wedged into
the wall with stones and slate. Then a ‘Hypolon’ damp proof membrane was placed between
the rendered rubble wall and the limestone backing. New ‘S’ shaped stainless steel cramps
were made and used to fix the monument back to the wall. Once fixed, the d.p.m. was
trimmed and the wall rendered in a lime mortar. The monument was then given a final clean
down and waxed with a micro crystalline wax. The render was then lime washed to match the
surrounding wall.

Fig. 2
Removal of cramps above panel

Fig. 4
Limestone backing with iron fixings

Fig. 3
Labelled elements of the monument

Fig. 5
Corbel wedged with rotting off cuts of floor
boards

Fig. 6
Hanging of DPM before re-fixing

Fig. 7
Render around fixed monument

Fig. 8
Frances Osborne monument after conservation.

Frankcom Family Memorial
Location
In the centre of the north wall of the nave
Materials
White Carrara marble inscription panels, mouldings, decorative flowers and trim, a grey
veined marble panel, and orange (possibly Sienna yellow) veined veneer marble. One
limestone backing panel.
Description and Condition
A small grey marble corbel with the words ‘Mey Colerne Fecit’ inscribed onto it is fixed
deep into the wall. A white framed orange veneer panel is then sat on to this with a white
marble flower fixed to the centre. This is fixed with a bronze pin. Then a marble moulding is
cramped into the wall. Above this sits a large grey marble panel which is roughly cut on the
reverse. White marble flowers were fixed in a low swag, some of which are missing. The
inscription panel with a limestone backing is then fixed to this. Three brass square headed
pins secure the marble to the limestone. At the top of this on either side are two orange
marble insets. Then a large white marble cornice is fixed. This is made up of three lengths of
marble divided into three sections. Above this sits a (5 piece) white marble framed obelisk of
limestone decorated with the orange (14 piece) marble veneer which has failed and broken in
places (possibly due to damp) and has previously been repaired. Onto the obelisk was once a
smaller inscription panel (stored in the vestry) and a missing funerary urn. The monument
was in a poor condition with dirt ingrained, missing pieces to the obelisk, movement of the
top pieces due to iron expansion, and iron stains on the marble.

Fig. 1
Frankcom monument before conservation

Conservation work carried out
All loose elements were carefully removed and if this was not possible then they were
secured using eltolene tissue adhered with a P.V.A solution. Then the render around the
monument was chiselled away to expose the whereabouts of the iron fixings that hold the
backing panel and marble to the wall. There were two found at the top of the obelisk and one
on each side of it (although more fixing holes did exist). These were then carefully chiselled
and drilled out whilst the monument was supported and once free, the obelisk was lifted onto
the working platform where the loose marble elements were re-bedded with casting plaster
and cleaned using V&A solution applied with cotton wool or denture brushes in the more
stubborn areas of dirt and paint splashes. Any areas where the marble had been lost
completely were repaired with plaster and painted using acrylic paints to match the orange
veined surrounding. The rest of the monument was carefully dismantled removing any
ferrous fixings and cleaning out all fixing holes. Each element was labelled, recorded and
cleaned of dirt and bedding plaster. If an element was broken such as the lower marble
moulding then it was repaired using epoxy resin and plaster. When the grey panel, which was
held by three very rusty cramps, was removed it was noted that again, the corbel had been
wedged into a large hole in the masonry with timber boards which had suffered badly from
damp and were rotting.

Fig. 2
Obelisk faced up before dismantling

Fig. 3
Corbel fixed with timber that has rotted

At the start of the rebuild the corbel was wrapped in a damp proof membrane and secured
into the wall this time with stone tile, slate and a hydraulic lime mortar. Then the d.p.m. was
hung against the rubble wall and the lower orange marble panel and white moulding were
lifted and cramped into position. The new ‘S’ shaped cramps were fashioned to suitable
lengths from grade 316 stainless steel flat bar or smaller threaded dowel. They were fixed
with stone wedges hydraulic mortar and epoxy resin. Once the resin had set the grey marble
panel was lifted and cramped, level into position. The other elements at this level were then
attached. It was then felt that the weight of the obelisk on the white marble cornice was quite
considerable so it was decided to insert a stainless steel corbel made of 100mm wide flat bar

onto which the limestone backing could be supported instead of on the small marble elements
below. The obelisk was then lifted into position and cramped to the wall re-using the same
cramp holes made a little deeper. Once erected the whole monument was waxed using a
micro crystalline wax and the render was repaired using a hydraulic lime mortar, which was
lime washed to match the surrounding wall. It was later decided to make a plaster copy of the
missing funerary urn and flowers. The urn was cast from a clay maquette based on
photographs found by the PCC whilst the flowers were modelled in situ.

Fig. 4
Repairs to the marble veneer with casting plaster

Fig. 5
Cleaning the marble

Fig. 6
Frankcom monument after conservation

Hillier Family Memorial
Location
Half way along the south wall of the nave
Materials
White Carrara marble and a faintly veined grey veneer marble
Description and condition
A large white decorative marble corbel carved with small fronds is attached to the limestone
backing panel of the inscription panel by two bronze dowels. The backing panel is then fixed
to the wall by way of two long iron bars set through two holes pierced through the limestone.
This bar had rusted and caused considerable cracking to the marble elements. The inscription
panel itself and its frame and flanking fluted pilasters are plastered and pinned into position
with a mixture of bronze and iron. Above the inscription panel is a fluted frieze and circular
decorations on the capitals. Above the cornice stands a statue of Hope holding an anchor next
to an urn topped inscribed pedestal. The sculpture is set against a large grey marble obelisk
shaped panel which is a thin veneer attached to a limestone backing panel. This grey marble
has numerous cracks and dislodged areas where an iron fixing has rusted and expanded
behind. Several repairs were visible including some nails bent around the obelisk sides and
pink plaster fills.

Fig. 1
Hillier monument before conservation

Conservation work carried out
Before dismantling any loose elements were carefully removed, recorded and labelled. The
upper grey marble was secured by facing it up with acid free tissue paper and a P.V.A
solution. The render was then chiselled all around the monument to expose any backing
panels and iron fixings. The grey marble that was loose was then carefully removed which
uncovered some large iron fixings and a broken backing panel behind the figure’s head. It
was then decided to try and remove as many of the loose elements of the backing as possible
and the iron behind the figure’s head whose role was not certain. It soon became apparent
that the statue was fixed through the backing panel with iron bars and two corbels behind the
plaster repair at her feet, and that the grey marble between was in an unstable condition . So it
was necessary to lift the whole of this top section free in one piece which was of considerable
weight. By the gentle loosening of cramps and sliding forward over the iron corbels this was
achieved. Once this top section was lowered it was possible to separate the individual
elements for repair, cleaning and re-fixing. The lower section was then dismantled piece by
numerous piece, then recorded, labelled, cleaned using the V&A solution and chipping of old
plaster adhesive, old cramps were removed and fixing holes cleaned out, then repaired using
an epoxy resin and plaster fill. The fixings in the figure were small brass dowels bedded in
lead which were drilled out.

Fig. 2
Iron fixing visible behind pilaster

Fig. 3
Iron fixings in cracked backing panel

Fig. 4
Wood and cardboard packing below figure

Fig. 5
Render removed to expose fixings

Fig. 6
Marble elements labelled before cleaning

Fig. 7
Iron corbels wedged with rotten timber

The inscription panel and backing was the first section to be re-fixed against a damp proof
membrane and onto two large stainless steel bars similar to the original iron corbels.
However these were set in stone and slate mortared into the wall instead of timber as
originally done. The monument was then carefully rebuilt over the d.p.m. with casting plaster
and epoxy resin used to fix the new stainless steel cramps. New stainless steel corbels were
inserted into the wall to line up the sound areas of the backing panel which was pinned and
resined back together as much as possible. It was not feasible to reuse the top areas that had
been bedded to the wall with mortar since the d.p.m meant no fixing could be gained. This
meant that the very top of the pinned backing was drilled and fixed to the wall directly and
the two small pieces of grey marble below were plastered to them directly and backfilled with
mortar. All the other marble elements were fixed through the backing panel into the rubble
wall with resin fixed dowels including the figure who was too heavy to stand on the cornice
as before, so was set upon a third stainless steel corbel inserted under the backing to the grey
marble. Once erected, all joints and cracks were filled with plaster and if needed touched in
with acrylic paint as was the lettering. The whole was then micro crystalline waxed. The
render was replaced and lime washed.

Fig. 8
Rebuilding lower panels on d.p.m.

Fig. 9
Re-fixing backing and grey panel

Fig. 10
Stainless steel corbel fashioned for the figure

Fig. 11
Touching in of repairs

Fig. 12
Hillier monument after conservation
Conclusion
No further work should be needed to this monument, but should dusting be required the best
way to achieve this is to gently use a soft paint brush and hold a vacuum nozzle holder near it
to catch the flying particles.
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